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Black Hollyhock
Classic cottage garden plant with
large powderpuff flowers along the
stems. Almost night-like dark purpleblack flowers on towering spikes. Cut
down after flowering to encourage
fresh basal growth. Biennial.

$3.50
- SKU: SFL-ALCE-NIGR 25 seeds

Scarlet Runner Pole Bean

Orange Calendula

Scarlet flowers against green, heartshaped foliage. Rapid climbers 6-8'
tall. Beans are also edible and
delicious when young. Keep pods
picked for continuous bloom. The
edible flowers attract hummingbirds.

Dwarf, free-flowering and bushy,
blooming up to 2 weeks earlier than
other calendulas. Produces loads of 2
½ to 3-inch sunset-orange flowers
over a long season.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-SCRU 25 seeds

- SKU: SHE-CALE-BBOR 50 seeds

Yellow Calendula

Teddy Bear Sunflower

Dwarf, free-flowering and bushy,
blooming up to 2 weeks earlier than
other calendulas. Produces loads of 2
½ to 3-inch yellow flowers over a long
season.

A 5-6’tall, Teddy Bear-type with fluffy,
fully double, yellow gold flowers up to
5” across. Also known as common
sunflower and annual sunflower.
Minimal pollen. Branching. Excellent
as a cut flower.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-CALE-BBYE 50 seeds

- SKU: SFL-HELI-GEMI 25 seeds

Mammoth Sunflower

Ring of Fire Sunflower

Giant heirloom sunflower with
enormous blooms, up to 1 ft. across.
Large yellow flowers with brown
centers top plants 9-12" tall and yield
heavy loads of seeds. Great for kids
or a tall annual hedge or screen.

Bushy, heavily branching, 4-5' tall
plant, producing many 5" flowers;
golden yellow tips fade to burgundy in
the center. Pollenless. Later
blooming. Very showy for your garden
or bring it in as a cut flower.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-HELI-MAMM 25 seeds

- SKU: SFL-HELI-RING 25 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Sonja Sunflower

Tosca Branching Sunflower

Outstanding cut sunflower. Tangerine
petals with dark centers. Sprays of 8
or more side branches on strong 1728" stems bear 4" blooms. Long vase
life. Bears pollen; good for bee forage.
Branching. Height. 38–42".

Tosca is a very early pollen-less
variety, blooming into perfekt flower
heads with short petals in shades
from yellow to orange on nonbranching stems.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-HELI-SONJ 25 seeds

- SKU: SFL-HELI-TOSC 25 seeds

Ruby Regis Lavatera

Silvercup Lavatera

Large and early flowering selection
with very uniform plant habit. Darkcarmine pink with deep ruby veins.
Long lasting cut flower and border
plant. Height 24''.

Plants are clad in attractive, dark
green foliage and covered with 4"
flowers. This variety has the brightest
of all mallow blooms! The easy to
grow plants are ideal as a mixed
border or a compact summer hedge.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-LAVA-RURE 1 gram

- SKU: SFL-LAVA-SICU 1 gram

Cherry Rose Nasturtium

Empress of India Nasturtium

Compact, non-trailing plants
flowering well above the foliage with
semi-double and double, upward
facing spurred blooms.

Scarlet flowers stand out amid the
dark, blue-green foliage of this oldfashioned favourite. The compact,
mounded plant habit makes it
especially suitable for containers or
as an edging plant.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-NAST-CHRO 5 gram

- SKU: SHE-NAST-EMPR 5 gram

Chinese Lantern

New English Pie Pumpkin

Bright orange to red papery covering
over its fruit, looking like a Chinese
lantern. All parts of this plant are
listed as poisonous, although the ripe
fruit and very young leaves are used
in herbal medicine.

A classic pumpkin. Dark orangeskinned pumpkins in a range of small
sizes, typically 4-6 lb. Although not as
sweet as squash, the well-coloured,
orange flesh is perfect for pies,
stuffing, soup or gnocchi.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-PHYS-FRAN 0.5 gram

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-NEPI 25 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Carmencita Bright Castor Bean

Atlantic Giant Pumpkin

Very attractive, almost exotic annual
with large maroon leaves, red stems,
red flower buds. Plant is 5-6' or
taller.
All parts of Castor Bean are toxic if
eaten, and the foliage may affect skin

Try growing your own monster
pumpkins! Pumpkin 'Atlantic Giant'
holds the Canadian and American
records for size, with fruits weighing
in at over 1750 lbs.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-RICI-CARM 5 seeds

- SKU: SFL-SQUA-ATLA 10 seeds

Crown of Thorns Squash

Dandy Mix Squash

Wonderful small fruits each about 4”
in size of creamy-white to green and
yellow striped. Uniquely claw-like
shaped, resembling a crown.

Dimpled, amazing colours, a little
longer maturity than a regular warts
mix, each about 2½-3" size. This
amazing mix yields numerous fruits,
no blond or white types.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-AQUA-CROT 25 seeds

- SKU: SFL-SQUA-DAND 25 seeds

Jack-Be-Little Squash

Annual Blackeyed Susan

Cute, tiny 2” by 3-5”, bright orange
little pumpkins. Wonderful for
decorative fall displays or use it for
edible soup bowls. Each plant bears 6
-8 fruits.

Bright orange Black-Eyed Susan with
the largest flowers. Vigorous plants
quickly cover a trellis against a sunny
fence, or look spectacular growing up
an obelisk in a container.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SFL-SQUA-JBEL 20 seeds

- SKU: SFL-THUR-ALAT 0.5 gram

Dahlia Flowered Zinnia
Growing to be about 24-36” tall with
breathtaking semi-double blooms,
Dahlia-Flowered Field Zinnias are
perfect for the back border of the
garden, meadow, or cutting bed.
Attracts pollinators.

$3.50
- SKU: SFLZINN-DAFI 2 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Genovese Basil
Dark green leaves. Heavy, spicy taste
and smell - used for Pesto sauces.
Requires high temperatures, grow in
a sunny sheltered place or under
cover.

$3.50
- SKU: SHE-BASI-GENO 3 gram

Lime Basil

Red Basil

This rare basil will work wonders in
pesto, vinegar and with fish, salad
dressings, sauces and oils and is a
delight in salads! Compact plant has
2" long, bright green leaves. Height 16
-20".

Dark purple Italian large-leaf type
with high yields and great flavor. Flat,
3" long leaves stand out horizontally
and are a copper-tinged purple color.
Height 18-24".

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-BASI-LIME 0.5 gram

- SKU: SHE-BASI-RERU 1 gram

Orange Calendula

Yellow Calendula

Dwarf, free-flowering and bushy,
blooming up to 2 weeks earlier than
other calendulas. Produces loads of 2
½ to 3-inch sunset-orange flowers
over a long season.

Dwarf, free-flowering and bushy,
blooming up to 2 weeks earlier than
other calendulas. Produces loads of 2
½ to 3-inch yellow flowers over a long
season.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-CALE-BBOR 50 seeds

- SKU: SHE-CALE-BBYE 50 seeds

Garlic Chives

Fine Leaved Onion

Mild onion-garlic flavor produce
clumps of upright, hollow leaves and
showy white flowers. Use as
companion plants to repel aphids
from flowers or vegetables. Selfseeding Perennial.

Popular culinary herb with thin,
cylindrical leaves and lilac or bluish
flowers. Mild flavour. Used in salads,
soups, vegetables, omelettes and
cheese dishes.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-ALLI-GACH 0.5 gram

- SKU: SHE-ALLI-FINE 1 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Cilantro

Dill

Edible leaves, seeds and flowers. Aka
coriander. Full, bulky plants. Extreme
slow bolting during hot weather.
Direct seed as cilantro doesn't like to
be transplanted.

Leaves can be used to flavor dishes.
Leaf harvest may begin at 40 to 50
days and seed heads for pickling at 90
to 100 days. Direct seed only.Harvest
for flowers / seed after 85 days.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-CILA-CALY 1 gram

- SKU: SHE-DILLX-BOUQ 2 gram

Cherry Rose Nasturtium

Empress of India Nasturtium

Compact, non-trailing plants
flowering well above the foliage with
semi-double and double, upward
facing spurred blooms.

Scarlet flowers stand out amid the
dark, blue-green foliage of this oldfashioned favourite. The compact,
mounded plant habit makes it
especially suitable for containers or
as an edging plant.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-NAST-CHRO 5 gram

- SKU: SHE-NAST-EMPR 5 gram

Greek Oregano

Flat Italian Parsley

Essential garden herb with a delicious
pungent flavor, claimed to be better
and sharper than true oregano. Edible
flowers. Attracts Beneficial Insects.
Do not cover seeds; they need light to
germinate.

Dark green, flat leaves with strong
stems. Use leaves for garnishes,
salads, and cooking. For highest
yields, provide ample water and
fertility.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SHE-ORE-GREE 2.5 gram

- SKU: SHE-PARS-FLAT 1 gram

Moss Curled Parsley
Fast-growing, high-yielding, compact
plants. The leaves are a rich dark
green, deeply cut and so thickly
curled that it resembles moss.

$3.50
- SKU: SHE-PARS-CURL 1 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Roquette Arugula
Long, dark, lobed leaves are suitable
for salad mix or bunching. Best grown
as a cool season salad green or use
the edible white flowers for
brightening up salad mixes. Keep
moist to slow bolting.

$3.50
- SKU: SVE-ARUG-ROQU 1 gram

Jade Bush Bean

Provider Bush Bean

Higher yields, better disease
resistance and extended harvest
period. 6½ inch, dark green, straight
pods. Stringless. Exceptionally sweet
flavor and tender texture.

Earliest on the market. Easy to grow
and germinates in cool soils.
Produces 5-5 1/2" fleshy round pod
green beans. Resistant to several
diseases. Eat fresh or freeze.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-JADE 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-PROV 50 seeds

Royal Burgundy Bush Bean

Goldilocks Bush Bean

Royal burgundy turns from purple into
a bright green after 2 minutes in
boiling water. Does very well in cool
soil and can be started earlier than
other bean varieties. Very productive
plants. Stringless.

The avg. 5–6" pods are straight,
attractive, flavorful and borne on
large, upright plants. Good heat
tolerance. High resistance to
anthracnose, bacterial brown spot,
and bean mosaic virus.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-ROBU 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-GOLO 50 seeds

Fortex Pole Bean

Monte Gusto Pole Bean

Extra-long, stringless, 11” round pods.
Early and very productive, the beans
may be picked at 7" for extra-slender,
"filet" beans. Dark green, firmtextured pods.

Flavourful, tender, high quality, yellow
beans. This climbing French bean
produces good crops of these goldenyellow beans that grow up to 10
inches long.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-FORT 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-GUST 50 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Scarlet Runner Pole Bean

Chioggia Guardsmark Beets

Scarlet flowers against green, heartshaped foliage. Rapid climbers 6-8'
tall. Beans are also edible and
delicious when young. Keep pods
picked for continuous bloom. The
edible flowers attract hummingbirds.

The smooth, medium-height tops are
all green with unique pink- white
striped stems. Excellent flavor.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEAN-SCRU 25 seeds

- SKU: SVE-BEET-CHIO 2 gram

Red Ace Beets

Gregorian Cabbage

Round, smooth, deep red roots grow
rapidly and uniformly. Sweet and
tender, even when older. Medium-tall,
red-veined greens for bunching.

Extra early, uniform hybrid with solid
heads averaging 7.5" size and 3.5 lbs
weight. Tight green wrapper leaves;
good tolerance of environmental
stress. Dependable producer.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-BEET-REAC 2 gram

- SKU: SVE-CABA-GREG 25 seeds

Sweet Granite Cantaloupe

Rainbow Carrots

The earliest-ripening cantaloupe.
Oblong, orange-fleshed fruits with
light netting, and average about 3 lb.
Melons are sweet with average flavor.

Nantes type; tender and sweet. Very
good germination, vigour, yield and
eating quality. Flavourful roots
average 7-8" long and are straight
and uniform.

$3.50

$3.75

- SKU: SVE-CANT-SWGR 15 seeds

- SKU: SVE-CARR-RAIN 250 seeds

Sugarsnax 54 Carrots

Top Bunch Collards

Early Imperator-type carrot. Very
smooth, deep orange, uniform, 9-10"
tapered roots have strong, mediumtall tops. Tender and sweet.

Tall upright 18” plants grow very fast
and are tolerant to early bolting. Wavy
blue-green, lightly savoyed leaves
that re-grow quickly after harvest;
provide uniform second cutting. For
fresh or processing.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-CARR-SUGA 250 seeds

- SKU: SVE-COLL-TOPB 0.5 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Gourmet Sweet Corn

Cucamelon

Bicolor ears average 8.25 in. with 1820 brightly coloured straight rows of
refined kernels, dark green ear
package with attractive flag leaves.
Exceptional eating quality. Treated
seed.

Fruits are amazingly cute and novel,
looking like tiny watermelons, but
have a very appealing cucumber
flavour with slight citrus notes. Eat
them fresh or pickle them for a
crunchy treat. Harvest when 1".

$3.50

$3.75

- SKU: SVE-CORN-GOUR 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-CUCA-XXXX 30 seeds

English Cucumber

Pioneer Pickling Cucumber

Vigorous, high-yielding plants
produce glossy, thin-skinned, 11-12"
long fruit with small seed cavities and
bitter-free fruit. Sweeter , crisp and
peeling is not necessary. For
greenhouse and outdoor.

Very productive all-female strain that
is perfect for pickling or slicing. 5-6
inch fruits are straight and uniform in
shape. One of the most reliable
cucumbers on the market.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-CUCU-TAST 25 seeds

- SKU: SVE-CUCU-PION 25 seeds

Marketmore 76 Pickling/Slicing Cucumber

Patio Snacker Cucumber

Dark green fruits stay green and mild
-tasting even under heat stress. Long
picking season. Multi-disease tolerant
cucumber. Vigorous 8''-9'' fruits.

Slicer for containers. Continuous
producer, vigorous yet controlled
plant with short branches. High yields
of moderately spined 6-8" long, 1½ "
diameter fruit are crunchy in nature
with a bitter-free peel.

$3.50

$4.75

- SKU: SVE-CUCU-MARK 3 gram

- SKU: SVE-CUCU-PATI 25 seeds

Striped Armenian Slicing Cucumber

Black Beauty Eggplant

Aka Painted Serpent. Unusual, Sshaped fruits are slightly ridged with
alternating dark and light green
stripes. Harvest from 8-18". The 5-6ft
vines train easily on trellises or twine.

Dark purple half long, standard eggshape type. Eggplants need high soil
temprature to germinate. Pick young
fruits for the best taste.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-CUCU-ARME 25 seeds

- SKU: SVE-EGGP-BLBE 4 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Groundcherry

Black Magic Dinosaur Kale

Fruits in papery husks mature to a
golden orange colour; drop to the
ground when ripe and will store for
up to three months if kept in their
husks, Use them in jams, fruit salads,
and sauces.

Smooth red leaves excellent for baby
leaf and bunching and making chips.
More tender and better flavour under
warm conditions.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-GROU-PERU 0.5 gram

- SKU: SVE-KALE-BLMA 50 seeds

Westland Autumn Kale

Scarlet Kale

Westland autumn is a hardy variety
and extremely easy to grow. Its
compact habit and darl tightly curled
leaves make it great for growing in
garden borders or window boxes.

Purple, crimson veined, curly leaves
showing more colour as colder
weather approaches. Great for baby
leaf for salads and bunching, because
of it's upright stalks. Highly
decorative.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-KALE-WEST 40 seeds

- SKU: SVE-KALE-SCAR 25 seeds

Buttercrunch Lettuce

Mild Mesclun Lettuce Mix

Compact butterhead-type head
lettuce is productive, heat tolerant
and slow to bolt. Mildly flavoured
leaves.

A blend of red and green leafy greens
and lettuces. Ingredients include red
and green Salad Bowls, red and green
Rapids, red and green Cos plus Pak
Choi, Hon Tsai Tai, kale and brassica
greens.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-LETT-BUTT 2 gram

- SKU: SVE-LETT-MESC 2 gram

Salad Bowl Lettuce Mix

Southport White Globe Bunching Onion

Lime green and wine red, deep loabed
oak leaves. Noted for lasting
sweetness and tenderness. Stays
crisp and tasty even after the weather
becomes hot. Slow to bolt.

Early bunching onion. Does not form
bulb. Direct seed in 2” bands. Their
mild and sweet, crisp flavor is an
excellent addition to salads and
garnishes.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-LETT-SALA 2 gram

- SKU: SVE-ONIB-SOUT 2 gram

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Sabre Garden Peas

Tender Sweet Sugar-Snap Peas

The distinctive pods are curved like a
sabre, on this bushy, mid-season pea,
and contain 8-10 peas each. The
plants grow to only 60cm (24”) tall,
and are very heat tolerant.

Sweet and crunchy stringless pods.
Thick-walled, 2 3/4 inch, edible pods
are very uniform with irresistible
flavor. Heat-tolerant, 18 to 22 inch tall
plants are super productive, setting
many double pods.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-PEAS-SABR 15 gram

- SKU: SVE-PEAS-TEND 15 gram

Little Sweety Snow Peas

Long Red Cayenne Hot Pepper

Stringless pods to harvest and eaten
before they develop large peas.
Compact vines average 16''; tolerant to
July heat and most pea disease.
Dwarf, early type.

Thin tapered fiery red hot, 5¾'' long
curved peppers. Use them fresh or
they can easily be dried for winter
use. Scoville Rating 30,000 – 50,000.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-PEAS-LISW 15 gram

- SKU: SVE-PEPH-CAYL 50 seeds

Jalapeno M Hot Pepper

Intruder Green Sweet Pepper

Dark green, thick-walled and juicy,
3.5'' long, 1.5'' wide bullet shaped,
tapered peppers. Get hotter when
maturing red. Good for pickling and
hot dishes. This variety is more
suitable for colder climates.

Fruits are large, blocky bells with
thick walls. Plants are medium large
with a good canopy to minimize
sunscald. Has an excellent disease
package including intermediate
resistance to Phytophthora.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-PEPH-JALA 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-PEPS-INTR 15 seeds

Orange Marmelade Sweet Pepper

Ace Red Sweet Pepper

Early-ripening, high yielding with
blocky, 3½ - 4" fruits that ripen from
green to orange. Bare crisp, clean and
delicious; perfect for slicing in a salad
or great for stuffing. Superior disease
-resistant package.

Best for early crops. Huge yields of
medium sized 3-4 lobed fruits. Has
apparent tolerance to blossom drop
as nearly every flower produces a
pepper. Special sweet bell pepper for
cool climate.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-PEPS-ORMA 5 seeds

- SKU: SVE-PEPS-ACEX 20 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Redskin Sweet Patio Pepper

New English Pie Pumpkin

Very early fruiting, heavy bearing,
compact, dwarf 12-16” tall plants
produce large 4-5” bells that ripen
from green to red. A great performer
in patio containers or the vegetable
garden.

A classic pumpkin. Dark orangeskinned pumpkins in a range of small
sizes, typically 4-6 lb. Although not as
sweet as squash, the well-coloured,
orange flesh is perfect for pies,
stuffing, soup or gnocchi.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-PEPS-REDS 5 seeds

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-NEPI 25 seeds

Red Satin Radish

Roxanne Radish

Uniform, round roots with a bright red
color, extremely white interiors. The
bulb forms quickly and has excellent
holding ability without getting pithy.

Great tasting radish that holds well
and stays solid and firm even at
larger sizes with no pithiness or
bleeding. Consistently displays a
bright red colour with a creamy white
interior.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-RADI-RESA 250 seeds

- SKU: SVE-RADI-ROXA 300 seeds

Valentine Watermelon Radish

Longstanding Bloomsdale Spinach

Large 2–4", round -remarkably sweet
- radishes with unique dark pink
flesh. Great for pickling, fermenting,
or winter salads. Stores until early
spring. Excellent fresh, grated, or
cubed, and made into winter salads.

Early maturing -up to two weeks
earlier- variety with dark green
coloured, crumpled leaves. It does not
bolt as fast in hot weathe; can be
sown in spring or fall. Stands 2 weeks
longer than most other varieties.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-RADI-VALE 100 seeds

- SKU: SVE-SPIN-BLOO 5 gram

Sprouting Mix

Watercress Sprouts

Various shades of green leaves and
pink and white stems with a crisp,
mildly spicy flavor. Mix includes:
broccoli, radish, alfalfa, and kale.
Thrives in damp soil. Sow regularly
for continuous harvest.

A splendid green to garnish
sandwiches and salads. Thrives in
damp soil. Sow every 14 days for
continuous harvest.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-MICR-SPMX 4 gram

- SKU: SVE-MICR-WATE 5 gr

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Autumn Delight Acorn Squash

Atlantic Giant Pumpkin

Larger fruited acorn and intermediate
resistance to powdery mildew.
Vigorous, semi-bush plants produce
good early yields of dark green fruit
that weigh an average of 1-1/2 lbs.

Try growing your own monster
pumpkins! Pumpkin 'Atlantic Giant'
holds the Canadian and American
records for size, with fruits weighing
in at over 1750 lbs.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-AUTD 10 seeds

- SKU: SFL-SQUA-ATLA 10 seeds

Buttercup Squash

Waltham Butternut Squash

Dark green with silvery stripes,
turban-shaped fruits weigh 3-5 lbs.,
thick and meaty yellow flesh. Cooks
and stores well. One of the tastiest
winter squashes.

Smooth 8'' fruits filled with orange
flesh. Reliable huge yields and
uniformity. Vining type. Thick, straight
necks with bulb on end. Small seed
cavity. Nutty flavor. Holds color and
cooks up sweet and tender.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-BCUP 25 seeds

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-BNUT 25 seeds

Spaghetti Squash

Bright Lights Swiss Chard

For lower-carb pasta! Pasta-like flesh
looks like the real thing; great topped
with cheese or spaghetti sauce.
Cylindrical 2- to 3-lb. fruits.

Yellow, pink, white and red striped
stalks, making a very ornamental
mixture, not fading with aging. Perfect
for decorating salads. Grow for baby
leafs or bunching.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-SQUA-SPAG 25 seeds

- SKU: SVE-SWIS-BRLI 50 seeds

Cherokee Purple Tomato

Brandywine Beefsteak Tomato

Semi -indeterminate. Big, 10 oz, flat
globe fruits are dusky purple-pinkbrown colour. Interiors have unique
purple-pink to brown-green colour.
Flavorful, low acid taste.

Winner of countless taste tests. Heavy
producer of big, boat-shaped,
beefsteak fruits. Tempting pink-red
color, 1- to 1 1/2-lb. size and rich,
creamy aftertaste. Indeterminate.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-CHPU 20 seeds

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-BRAN 20 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Pineapple Beefsteak Tomato

Striped German Beefsteak Tomato

Bicolor skin is yellow with rosy red
steaks. Flesh has unique yellow-rose
marbling and low acid, mild flavored
taste. Flat globe16 oz fruits. Semideterminate.

Red and yellow bi-colour beefsteak
fruits have unique ribbed shoulders
and flat globe shape. Golden-red and
rose interior. Huge 2 lb fruits with
complex fruity flavor. Indeterminate
(stake).

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-PINE 50 seeds

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-STRG 5 gram

Black Cherry Tomato

Tiny Tim Cherry Tomato

Early ripening, high yielding, 1" round
purple-black fruits. Perfect for
containers. Harvest throughout
summer. Indeterminate.

Miniature cherry tomatoes with
incredible yields. The dwarf plants are
literally loaded with small, firm red
fruit about 1 inch in diameter.
Extremely early. A perfect salad or
snacking tomato to grow in containers

$4.00

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-BLCH 20 seeds

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-TTIM 50 seeds

Red Tumbling Tom Cherry Tomato

New Girl Tomato

High yielding cherry tomato with
sweet flavour. Grow in containers and
harvest 1¼'' round red fruits
continuously till deep in the fall.

Fruits avg. 4–6 oz. and have better
flavor and are more disease resistant
than Early Girl. Widely adapted. High
resistance to fusarium wilt races 1, 2
and verticillium wilt. Indeterminate.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-TTRE 20 seeds

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-NEWG 20 seeds

Red Pear Tomato

Yellow Pear Tomato

Pear shaped, 7-9 oz. fruits with ribbed
shoulders. Old fashioned, juicy, sweet
flavor. Harvest when shoulders are
still green. Perfect in salads or as a
healthy snack. Indeterminate.

Distinctive petite salad tomato. The
tall, vigorous vines bear quantities of
small, 3/4–1 oz., bit-size, lemon
yellow, pear-shaped fruits. The flavor
is deliciously tangy. Perfect for
summer party hors d'oeuvres. Indeter

$4.75

$4.00

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-REPE 20 seeds

- SKU: SVE-TOMA-YEPE 25 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Magda Marrow Zucchini

Raven Green Zucchini

Cousa type with superb, nutty flavor.
Blocky, pale-green, tapered fruits are
usually picked small, 3-4" long, for
stuffing, stir-fries, and pickling. High
yielding over a long season.

Darker green skin contains higher
levels of lutein, a highly effective
antioxidant. Semi-open plants with
moderate spines produce glossy,
smooth, cylindrical fruit.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-ZUCC-VEMA 10 seeds

- SKU: SVE-ZUCC-RAVE 10 seeds

Golden Delight Zucchini

Golden Glory Zucchini

High-yielding plants with an open
growth habit making it easy to harvest
blemish-free, 7-8” long yellow fruit.
Excellent disease resistance keeps
the plant productive over a long
season.

High-yielding plants with an open
growth habit making it easy to harvest
blemish-free, yellow fruit. Excellent
disease resistance keeps the plant
productive over a long season.

$3.50

$3.50

- SKU: SVE-ZUCC-GODE 10 seeds

- SKU: SVE-ZUCC-GOGL 10 seeds

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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MISCELANOUS

BioFish Liquid Plant Food 3 - 2 - 1 (Organic)
Use BioFish Liquid Fish Fertilizer at
transplant time, and again at regular
intervals throughout the growing
season. This product is diluted in
water, so one jug of it goes a long
way.

$11.25
- SKU: SZX-FERT-BIOF

Blood and Bonemeal 7 - 7 - 0 (Organic)

Perennial Fertilizer 10 - 8 - 8

100% organic plant food. Promotes
root development and green growth in
seedlings, flowers, plants, shrubs and
vegetables. Non-burning, so ideal for
your seedlings.

Granular fertilizer with slightly more
potassium for better blooming of your
perennials and shrubs.

$9.00

$11.25

- SKU: SZX-FERT-BLBO 1 pc

- SKU: SZX-FERT-PERE 1 pc

Soluble All Purpose Fertilizer 20 - 20 - 20

Slow Release Fertilizer 14 - 13 - 13

Soluble all purpose fast acting
fertilizer for strong plants, beautiful
blooms and abundant fruits and
vegetables. Use in your garden and
for your house plants.

No burned plants anymore after
fertilizing. This fertilizer releases a
small, steady amount of nutrients
over a course of time. Lasts 70 days.

$14.75

$14.75

- SKU: SZX-FERT-SLAP - 1 pc

- SKU: SZX-FERT-SLRE - 1 pc

Vegetable Garden Fertilizer 10 - 6 - 8

Plant Labels – Double Legged Aluminum

You can't go wrong with this granular,
complete plant food. Healthier plants
and higher yields for your vegetable
garden.

Sturdy steel legs hold an aluminum
plate to write your plant information
on. Higly decorative and reusable year
after year.

$11.25

$4.75

- SKU: SZX-FERT-VEGE - 1 pc

- SKU: SZX-LABL-ALUM 1 pc

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Plant Labels – Angled T-Stake

Plant Labels – T-Stake

White, molded plastic T-Stakes
provide cost effective signs for
multiple uses. Approx. 16 inches tall,
with larger writing surface and reader
friendly with angled tops. Reusable.

Straight, aprox 5 inch long plastic TStake plant label. Comes in white
only. Put your label on it or write with
i.e. a Sharpie.

$2.75

$0.95

- SKU: SZX-LABL-TSTA 1 pc

- SKU: SZX-LABL-TSTS 1 pc

Plant Labels – T-Stake

Plant Labels – 4 colours

Straight, aprox 5 inch long plastic TStake plant label. Comes in white
only. Put your label on it or write with
i.e. a Sharpie.

Plastic plant labels comes in 4
different colours (sets of 10 each).
Dimensions: 5 inch x 0.6 inch. Writeble
with i.e. Sharpie marker.

$7.50

$4.95

- SKU: SZX-LABL-TSTS 10 pc

- SKU: SZX-SEED-LABL 40cl

Closed Tray

Tray Dome

Can be used under other flats or
directly for seed starting and are
closed on the bottom (no drainage
holes). Standard size. 11" by 21".
.Rreusable and recyclable.

Protect your seedlings wit this clear
plastic dome to maximize light
penetration for your starts. Fits the
standard trays (11" x 21"). Dome-shape
(top) may differ from image.

$3.75

$3.75

- SKU: SZX-TRAY-CLOSE 1 pc

- SKU: SZX-TRAY-DOME 1 pc

Seed Tray 105

Seed Tray 144

Sturdy black plastic seed tray for 7
x15 = 105 seedlings/plugs. Perfect for
germinating and raising seeds of
cuttings, with excellent drainage and
root development.

Sturdy black plastic seed tray for 8
x18 = 144 seedlings/plugs. Perfect for
germinating and raising seeds of
cuttings, with excellent drainage and
root development.

$2.75

$2.75

- SKU: SZX-TRAY-SEED 105-1 pc

- SKU: SZX-TRAY-SEED 144-1 pc

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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Tomato Plant Clips
Reusable support clamps to support
growing tomato plants (or shrubs,
vines, trees, vines) by tying them to a
stick or pole. These clips are round so
you still give the plant enough space
to grow.

$4.95
- SKU: SXZ-CLIP-TOMA 20 pc

All vegetable and flower seeds ar GMO-free
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